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BLOCKCHAIN 
& DIGITAL COMMUNICATION





WEB3 runs on a combination of public 

and private decentralized networks 
and is incentivized by tokens.
The ledger is the backbone of the web3 
Security is provided by p2p and 
majority consensus



In the same way 
the Internet facilitates 
direct exchanges of INFORMATION
blockchain can facilitate the 
direct exchange of VALUE and
TRUST between parties…
AT THE SAME SPEED!!



WEB 1
READ

INFORMATION ECONOMY

WEB 2
READ WRITE

PLATFORM ECONOMY

WEB 3
EXECUTE

TOKENS
TOKEN ECONOMY



WEB1 > information economy

WEB2 > platform economy

WEB3 > token economy





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rI-8Cokl6rM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rI-8Cokl6rM


2017-18
Bitcoin/Altcoin 
Bubble

2019-20
BlockchainAdoption



GLOBAL
MARKET 
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→2026 
→16B$
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Germany is among the 
first countries in the EU 
giving this technology 
the platform of a 
“national strategy”. In 
particular, it shows the 
plan on how to regulate 
the following types of 
finance-related tokens: 
securities, money, 
crypto assets, stable 
coins.



CROWDFUNDING
P2P without middle men

CONTENTS
Distribuited e Trusted
Proof of Consistency

SECURITY
Decentralization and 

distribuited Consensus

PAYMENTS
Peer to Peer Commerce
Rewarding, Membership

New Comms
and Marketing
Trends
What may seem rudimentary 
today may be a killer application 
adopted by large platforms  in 
the future
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TRADITIONAL MEDIA
SECURE
the printed word doesn’t change
NOT OPEN
very expensive large scale production
High entry barriers

DIGITAL MEDIA
OPEN
Low entry barriers | UGC
NOT SECURED
editable, tampered | Fake News

SECURE NARRATION
OPEN
Same entry barriers as Web 2.0
SECURE
Granted by the Blockchain and by token
compensation



is powered by MetaCert’s
Protocol, and uses 
independent, politically 
objective data sources to 
measure the truthfulness of 
news content.



BEST PRACTICE

KBC

http://www.kbc.com/en/authenticity

KBC Bank focused on fake news

Fake news are widespread and often 
exploited strategically when dealing with 
mergers, acquisitions, stock quotes, etc. 

From June 2017, an app based on Blockchain 
checks the authenticity of a news related to 
KBC Journalists, 

Investors and Customers can upload a press 
review in PDF to check if the document 
originated from KBC If the data in your 
possession are the most recent



TOKEN CURATED REGISTRIES 
intend to replace list management 
using tokens, providing a free and public 
marketplace for content curation. 

Tokens are used as economic incentive to curate 
lists or rank information in such a list
including content feeds in a social network

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XlQgBYsXhds

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XlQgBYsXhds


The adChain Registry is known as a 

token curated registry (TCR) because it 

relies on a community of token holders to 

curate it.

The goal of the adChain Registry is to 

provide advertisers with a list of websites 

that offer high - quality inventory for 

serving digital ads.



Steem is a blockchain application that 
supports community building and social 
interaction with cryptocurrency
rewards. 
Steem combines concepts from social 
media with lessons learned from building 
cryptocurrencies and their communities.



The SteemDAO allows Steem

users to publicly propose work 

they are willing to do in 

exchange for pay. It is important 

for the long term sustainability 

and growth of the Steem

ecosystem that there be a 

decentralized mechanism for 

incentivizing the development of 

projects that will add long term 

value to Steem

October 2019, Steem is evolving to a DAO
Decentralized Autonomous Organization



The blockchain puts you in control

Peepeth is a decentralized 
alternative to Twitter 
powered by the Ethereum 
blockchain. On Peepeth, 
accounts and posts (“peeps”) 
are stored on the blockchain. 
That gives you exclusive 
control over your account 
and content.  No intermediary 
is required for you to post or 
access data.
Post can’t be deleted or 
modified



SpringRole enables you to have your verified 

professional profile online - the verification 

happens in the form of attestations (for work 

and education experience) and endorsements 

(for skill sets) - both of which are written to 

the blockchain.

SpringRole enables its users to trust the 

information that they read online about 

someone's profile.



BAT Basic Attention Token

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UhMTHNHcjAI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UhMTHNHcjAI


A system that integrates 

customers of different 

service companies in the 

travel, leisure, fashion, 

culture, and other lifestyle 

industries through the 

blockchain. An Ecosystem 

that will allow the 

participating service 

companies on the platform 

to both attract new 

customers and lock-in loyal 

customers through co-

marketing and integration 

of services





app.co

stateofthedapps.com

dappradar.com



DAO
the next

BIG SHIFT

Companies of 
the future: No 
CEO, no boss 
managed by 
blockchain
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www.giacomozzi.me
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